
Robert Smith 
Senior Assembler/Assistant

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Over 19 years experience in electronics and medical device assembly. 
Skilled in delicate and detailed computerized assembly and testing of fiber 
optic instruments. Experienced in microscopic assembly and inspection. 
Fast learner and able to perform multiple tasks. Good team leader with 
proven ability to train others.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Assembler/Assistant
ABC Corporation -   2009 – February 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for the mechanical &amp; electrical assembly of final 
product per engineering specs and processes.

 Verified and trouble-shooted systems to meet engineering processes 
&amp; company standards on functionality &amp; quality, before 
moving product off line to internal or external customers 
Accomplishments Worked with engineers to improve system processes.

 Worked with R&amp;D group for launch of new system.
 Helped improve quality by recognizing and implementing various 

quality check steps in work procceses and work stations on multiple 
assembly lines on the floor, by working on current/future inconsistencies
of operator assembly or vendor related issues.

 Responsible for the training and certification for a majority of co-
workers on multiple assembly processes and Assembly lines for system 
production.

 Used Extensive Mechanical, Electrical, and Quality skills based on 
previous job knowledge.

 Practiced safe and well organized work environments, with 
understanding the importance of inventory control by working with 5S 
standards, and entering or documenting job ticket travelers following 
company &amp; ISO standards.

Senior Assembler
Delta Corporation -   2013 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Work in final assembly building state of art semiconductor systems in 
clean room environment pump systems down leak check with helium 
leak detector.

 Work in final assembly building state of art semiconductor systems in 
class 10 clean room environment pump the system down leak check 
with helium .

 Aircraft, Delaminating Insp.
 Repair on 747 Fuselages.
 Visual Insp.
 of 747 Flap Assemblies Inspection on Trans Cowls and Thrust Reversers,

Blowout Doors Repairs on 747 Exhaust Sleeves Teardown and Buildup 
on Variable .
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Microsoft Office. 
Microsoft Excel. 
SyteLine. ADP. Oracle. JD
Edwards. TTN Training.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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 Trimmed micro-components and performed other procedures under a 
microscope Worked in clean room environment Adhered to quality and 
safety polices .

Education

HS Diploma in Basics - 1997(Wheaton South HS - Wheaton, IL)
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